THE DIGITAL SHOPPER:
FROM

WINDOW

SHOPPING

TO

SALE

PURCHASE

The path to purchase is increasingly digital,
but 95% of retail sales still happen in person.¹

Learn what to put in your digital marketing shopping
basket and checkout with the digital shopper’s business
and brand loyalty.

RESEARCHING

Retail shoppers are
digitally savvy

$
83.1 million millennials
representing $200 billion
in annual buying power²
rely on technology for
purchasing decisions

84%

75%

22%

used digital
devices for
shopping related
activities before or
during a recent
shopping trip²

are inﬂuenced
by product
information on
social channels²

of consumers
spend more
as a result
of using digital²

25%

87%

use 2-3 tech
devices at least
once every day³

45%

spend at least 1 hour
every day viewing
retail-oriented sites⁴

62%

are more likely to become
a loyal customer if a
brand engages with
them on social networks³

MORE
THAN
HALF

consult the internet
at some point in
their purchase path⁴

33%

read blogs before
making a purchase³

Millennials are now the largest and
most diverse generation representing
more than 25% of the population⁵

Shoppers are drawn to brick and mortar stores
if they also have a digital presence

$

$

87%

75%

32%

70%

look for
information
online before
visiting a
store⁶

who ﬁnd local
information in
search results
are more likely
to visit stores⁷

of consumers
visit a store or
make a purchase
after seeing
location-based
digital ads¹

of ad viewers
say it’s important
to have location
information
in ads¹

Tip: Digital video viewers
are more likely to watch
and not skip your ad if it’s
funny or entertaining⁸

Show, don’t just tell your customers with video:

70%

Branded video ad
views increased by
70% to 4.19 billion
year over year⁸

32%

Brand awareness
increases by 32%
when video ads
are viewed for
3 seconds or less⁹

44%

Purchase intent
increases by 44%
when video ads
are viewed for
3 seconds or less⁹

SHOPPING
Once they’re in your store,
consumers continue to
use their devices:

$

59%
look up item
price²

look up product
information²
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40%

Consumers who use a
device while shopping
convert at a 40%
higher rate²

CO

$

71%

who use their devices
for online research
say it has become
more important to
their in-store
experience⁵

OF SHOPPERS

are more likely to shop in stores
that oﬀer personalized in-store
coupons and oﬀers⁵

